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Warming of the climate system  is unequivocal

 Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the 
Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since 1850.

 Since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented 
over decades to millennia. 

 The atmosphere and ocean  have warmed, the amounts of snow and 
ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the concentrations of 
greenhouse gases have increased.



Independent analyses of many components of the climate system that 
would be expected to change in a warming world exhibit trends 
consistent with warming (arrow direction denotes the sign of the change)

Source : IPCC AR5 FAQ 2.1, Figure 1 



The atmospheric concentrations of CO2, CH4 and N2O have increased 
to levels unprecedented in at least the last 800.000 years

Understanding the causes



Global mean energy budget under present-day climate conditions
Fonte: IPCC, 2013. AR5-WG1-Fig.2.11



The observed warming 1951−2010 is
approximately 0.6°C to 0.7°C.



It is extremely likely that human influence has been the dominant 
cause of observed warming since the mid-20th century 

The observed warming 1951−2010 is
approximately 0.6°C to 0.7°C.

other anthropogenic forcings (aerosols)



Human influence on the climate system is clear

The observed warming 1951−2010 is
approximately 0.6°C to 0.7°C.
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Projected Global Average Temperature Change 
by end of 21st Century

The temperature increase during the last 100 years: about 0.8oC.

Global surface temperature change for the end of the 21st century 
is likely to exceed 1.5°C relative to 1850−1900 

for all scenarios except RCP2.6.
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Source: IPCC AR5-WG1, Figure SPM.8a,b

Maps of CMIP5 multi-model mean results



Increase of global temperatures (compared to the average from 1986 to 
2005) in CMIP5 models 

Source: IPCC, 2013







Fonte: Coumou e Rahmstorf (2012) A decade of weather extremes. Nature Climate Change  



The change of the mean implies a higher probability 
of occurrence of extreme values  .



“Storms. That is the one word that will best 
characterize twenty- first century climate, as policy 
makers continue along their well- trodden path of 
much talk without a fundamental change of direction”





Piaui, Brazil- May 10, 2009
© 2009 Reuters Photo/Paulo Whitaker

• Over 400,000 Brazilians 
homeless from flooding in 2009

• More than 40 dead



Guilin, China

July 3, 2009



Cainta, Philippines

September 27, 2009

© 2009 EPA/Francis R. Malasig/Landov



Alipur, Pakistan

August 10, 2010



© 2005 Getty Images/AFP/Sebastian D’Souza



SEA LEVEL PROJECTIONS

Source: Copenhagen Diagnosis, 2009

Anthropogenic carbon emissions lock in long-term sea-level rise
that greatly exceeds projections for this century, posing profound
challenges for coastal development and cultural legacies.

Source: Strauss et al., 2015 Carbon choices determine US cities committed to futures below sea level, PNAS



Sea-level transgression scenarios for Bangladesh

Fonte: AR3. Adapted from Milliman 
et al. (1989).



The double challenge:
CHALLENGE 1: MITIGATION

In order to stabilize GHGs concentrations in the atmosphere, emissions 
would need to peak and decline thereafter.
Mitigation efforts over the next decade will have a large impact on 
opportunities to achieve lower stabilization levels.

CHALLENGE 2: ADAPTATION
Even if policies and efforts to reduce emissions prove effective, some 
climate change is inevitable; therefore, strategies and actions to 
adapt to its impacts are also needed.

The size of the challenge
• Climate change is one of the biggest challenges facing the world
• Action is needed to stabilise rising temperatures to avoid irreversible and 

catastrophic changes
• Global measures are needed – we have a small window of opportunity
• Action now is less costly than acting later







IPCC WGII AR5
Chapter 7. Food Security and 
Food Production Systems





1 Week’s Food for a Family in USA: $ 342 1 Week’s Food for a Family in Chad: $ 1.37

Climate change is a ethical and political problem

• Climate change has the structure of the world’s largest collective 
problems. 

• The twin challenges of climate change and poverty need to be 
tackled together and cannot be prioritized over each other. 
If we fail on one, we fail on the other


